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Abstract

The research is intended to explore the application of Arabic language rules to students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai. This study departs from the researcher's initial observation that many of the students are passive in Arabic. Some of them are active but the grammar is not good and some students have a lot of vocabulary but they cannot use them in speaking. In addition, many students find it difficult to learn Arabic, especially in memorizing vocabulary and learning grammar as well. The results of this study indicate that 1) Arabic vocabulary used by students is illustrated by; a) The suitability of the given vocabulary. The Arabic teacher of SMA al-Baladul Amin has provided vocabulary to his students by adjusting to the subject being studied and the daily needs of students in communicating among students. The Arabic teacher of MA Ummul Qura has given vocabulary to his students by adjusting to the subject being studied. b) The ability of students to memorize the given vocabulary. High school students al-Baladul Amin did not find it difficult to memorize Arabic vocabulary. Meanwhile, MA Ummul Qura students still find it difficult to memorize Arabic vocabulary. c) Students' ability to practice vocabulary. Al-Baladul Amin high school students are easy to practice Arabic vocabulary. Meanwhile, MA Ummul Qura students still have difficulty in practicing Arabic vocabulary. 2) Arabic grammar used by students is illustrated from; a) Procedures for teaching teachers to students about grammar. The Arabic teacher of SMA al-Baladul Amin teaches his students by giving an explanation first and then immediately putting it into practice. The Arabic teacher of MA Ummul Qura teaches his students by lecturing or explaining the grammar in Arabic and occasionally asking some students. b) Students' ability to understand grammar. Al-Baladul Amin High School students easily understand Arabic grammar. As for the MA Ummul Qura students, it is difficult to understand Arabic grammar. c) Students' ability to practice grammar.
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Introduction

Language is the key of communication. Understanding a language will be easy to establish friendship with one another. Muhammad In'am F Noer in his book entitled *English Debate Training*, explains that globalization is a new term that describes new conditions in which all nations, societies or formal states become close to one another. In this era our world seems smaller before. People agree that globalization is caused by means of communication and information, especially those related to technology, such as radio, television, internet, and others.¹

From the statement above, it can be seen that in the era of globalization, language is very important to communicate so that we can create good relationships between human beings around the world. Arabic is one of the international languages. Therefore, learning Arabic is an important thing in order to make it easier to communicate with people in various countries, especially countries in the Middle East.

In Indonesia, Arabic has been studied and taught at the MI, MTs., MA, to university levels. This is done so that the younger generation knows Arabic from an early age, considering that Arabic is an international language. Learning Arabic is carried out in several stages, one of which is the stage of speaking (speaking skill) but proficient in speaking Arabic should be accompanied by mastery of grammar,² as stated by Muhammad In'am F. Noer in his book *English Debate Training*, namely someone who masters grammar, ample vocabularies, without having invariably he can not speak smoothly. Conversely, someone who has ample ideas without mastering grammar or vocabularies, usually find difficulties in speaking. Hence, both skills are very decisive to improve verbal communication.³

So, to master Arabic well, students must master two aspects, namely vocabulary and grammar of the Arabic language itself. Based on the statement above, it can be said that students’ ability to speak Arabic is said to be good if students are able to practice

---

or speak the language in communicating by using vocabulary and grammar in a good and correct way, because language is learned to be spoken or communicated to other people (interlocutor).

Initial assessments conducted by researchers at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai showed that many of the students were passive in Arabic, some were active but their grammar was not good and some had a lot of vocabulary but couldn’t speak or discuss it. In addition, many students find it difficult to learn Arabic, especially in memorizing vocabulary and learning grammar as well. This difficulty is influenced by the way the Arabic language teacher teaches which is more in theory than in practice and also the environment that uses regional languages rather than Arabic itself.

Based on the initial assessment conducted by researchers at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai by observing and continuing with an in-depth investigation of students’ Arabic as seen from its vocabulary and grammar. Things that will start in an observation, such as the type of memorized vocabulary, the way students memorize vocabulary, and the use of memorized vocabulary in a conversation. As for the grammar, such as how to learn grammar and the use of grammar in a conversation.

This is what makes researchers interested in researching the Arabic language of students at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai. Therefore, the researchers put it in the title of this thesis, namely the Application of Arabic Language Rules to Students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai.
Metodh of Research

The Metodhe of this research is naturalistic or natural research. The term natural means more emphasis on the naturalness of the data source. The description above regarding the types and approaches of research can be concluded that the author is a naturalistic or natural type of research. So the research focuses on the application of Arabic language rules to students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai which includes students’ Arabic vocabulary and students’ Arabic grammar.

Result and Discussion

Conversations in Arabic for students at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai which include students’ Arabic vocabulary and students’ Arabic grammar can be discussed in the following discussion:

1) SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan

Conversations in Arabic for students at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan are including:

a) Arabic vocabularies are used by students

Arabic vocabulary is an important part, because many vocabularies affect a person’s good and bad in a conversation. Therefore, the good vocabulary possessed by students can also be illustrated from the following: 1) The suitability of the vocabulary given. Vocabulary must be appropriate to the context or topic being discussed. The suitability of vocabulary also affects the good of a conversation. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, Arabic teachers have provided vocabulary to their students by adjusting to the subject being studied and also adapting to students’ daily life in communicating between students. 2) The ability of students to memorize the given vocabulary. In giving a vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it

---

must also be adjusted to the ability of the students. Situations and conditions that exist in students are also the basis or considerations or teachers in providing vocabulary. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students no longer find it difficult to memorize Arabic vocabulary. This is due to the habits of the students, where every morning after the Fajr prayer in congregation, the students always memorize the material being studied. This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in memorizing, especially material about Arabic vocabulary. 3) Students’ ability to practice vocabulary. In practicing vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist when communicating and the subject or topic being communicated will determine the decision making about which vocabulary is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice the Arabic vocabulary they have when communicating with other people. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students seem to be easy to practice Arabic vocabulary. This is due to the habits of the students, where every day, students speak more Arabic than their mother tongue (Banjar language). This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in practicing Arabic vocabulary.

This is in accordance with Nurgiyantoro’s explanation, where he explains that vocabulary teaching cannot be separated from the compatibility between the needs of the learner. The meaning is to make it easier to learn and also remember and apply these words in a communication. The same thing is also explained by Djiwandono, where he explains that vocabulary will be attached to students if the educator teaches it by adjusting the circumstances or needs of the students themselves.

---

The explanation above can be concluded that the Arabic language teacher has provided vocabulary to his students by adjusting to the subject being studied and also adjusting to the daily life of students in communicating between students. This is in accordance with the explanations explained by Nurgiyantoro and also Djiwandono.

The appropriateness of the given vocabulary. Vocabulary must be appropriate to the context or topic being discussed. The suitability of vocabulary also affects the good of a conversation. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, Arabic teachers have provided vocabulary to their students by adjusting to the subject being studied and also adapting to students’ daily life in communicating between students. The ability of students to memorize the given vocabulary. In giving a vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adjusted to the ability of the students. Situations and conditions that exist in students are also the basis or considerations for teachers in providing vocabulary. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students no longer find it difficult to memorize Arabic vocabulary. This is due to the habits of the students, where every morning after the Fajr prayer in congregation, the students always memorize the material being studied, especially the material about Arabic vocabulary. This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in memorizing, especially material about Arabic vocabulary. Students’ ability to practice vocabulary. In practicing vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist when communicating and the subject or topic being communicated will determine the decision making about which vocabulary is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice the Arabic vocabulary they have when communicating with other people. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students seem to be easy to practice Arabic vocabulary. This is due to the habits of the students, where every day, students speak more Arabic than
their mother tongue (Banjar language). This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in practicing Arabic vocabulary.

b) Arabic grammar is spoken by students

Arabic grammar is an important part, because students’ understanding of grammar in Arabic will affect the students’ good in conversing. Therefore, the students’ good understanding of grammar in Arabic can also be illustrated by the following: 1) The teacher’s teaching procedures to students about grammar. In teaching Arabic grammar, good skills are needed, which can make it easier for students to understand Arabic grammar well. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, the Arabic teacher has taught his students well, because the students easily understand the grammar in Arabic. The way the Arabic teacher understands his students is by giving an explanation first and then immediately practicing it. So, the grammar learned is immediately practiced, so that students easily understand the function or use of grammar in Arabic. 2) Students’ ability to understand grammar. Grammar in Arabic is mandatory to understand, because it involves goodness in applying the Arabic language when its users communicate with other people. Language users must adapt to the situation and conditions that exist when communicating. The topic of discussion that is being communicated will determine which grammar will be used. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students are easy to understand grammar. This is due to the way teachers teach good and students’ habits in speaking, which speak Arabic more than the local language (Banjar language). The students easily practice grammar in Arabic, because students are not only understood about the Arabic grammar, but are also understood in speaking using Arabic grammar and Arabic grammar is also used in studying and understanding books that use Arabic. 3) Students’ ability to practice grammar. In practicing grammar in Arabic, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist at the time of communication and the subject or subject being communicated will determine the decision making
about which grammar is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice grammar in Arabic that they have when communicating with other people. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students do not find it difficult to practice grammar in Arabic. This is due to the habits of the students, where every day, students speak more Arabic than their mother tongue (Banjar language). This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in practicing grammar in Arabic.

The above description is also illustrated in the following explanations. Where the understanding between language and grammar, of course, has an inseparable relationship. Grammar appears when language first existed. The language which is the result of the culture of the people actually does not pay too much attention to the rules in the language. However, over time, linguists have studied linguistics, so that language can be described and described as it is today.

Procedures for teaching teachers to students about grammar. In teaching Arabic grammar, good skills are needed, which can make it easier for students to understand Arabic grammar well. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, the Arabic teacher has taught his students well, because the students easily understand the grammar in Arabic. The way the Arabic teacher understands his students is by giving an explanation first and then immediately practicing it. So, the grammar learned is immediately practiced, so that students easily understand the function or use of grammar in Arabic. Students’ ability to understand grammar. Grammar in Arabic is mandatory to understand, because it involves goodness in applying the Arabic language when its users communicate with other people. Language users must adapt to the situation and conditions that exist when communicating. The topic of discussion that is being communicated will determine which grammar will be used. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students are easy to understand grammar. This is due to the way teachers teach good and students' habits in speaking, which speak Arabic more than the local language (Banjar language).
The students easily practice grammar in Arabic, because students are not only understood about the Arabic grammar, but are also understood in speaking using Arabic grammar and Arabic grammar is also used in studying and understanding books that use Arabic. Students’ ability to practice grammar. In practicing grammar in Arabic, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist at the time of communication and the subject or subject being communicated will determine the decision making about which grammar is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice grammar in Arabic that they have when communicating with other people. At SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan, students do not find it difficult to practice grammar in Arabic. This is due to the habits of the students, where every day, students speak more Arabic than their mother tongue (Banjar language). This habit makes them easy and does not feel heavy in practicing grammar in Arabic.

2) MA Ummul Qura Amuntai

Conversations in Arabic for students at SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan are including:

a) Arabic vocabularies are used by students

Arabic vocabulary is an important part, because many vocabularies affect a person's good and bad in a conversation. Therefore, the good vocabulary possessed by students can also be illustrated from the following:

1) The suitability of the vocabulary given. Vocabulary must be appropriate to the context or topic being discussed. The suitability of vocabulary also affects the good of a conversation. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, the Arabic teacher of MA Ummul Qura has given vocabulary to students by adjusting the subject being studied. 2) The ability of students to memorize the given vocabulary. In giving a vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adjusted to the ability of the students. Situations and conditions that exist in students are also the basis or considerations for teachers in providing vocabulary. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students find it difficult to
memorize vocabulary. This is because of their habits, where they are preoccupied with other subjects and coupled with circumstances, where Arabic is not required. Students are more asked to memorize by themselves in memorizing Arabic vocabulary. 3) Students’ ability to practice vocabulary. In practicing vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist when communicating and the subject or topic being communicated will determine the decision making about which vocabulary is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice the Arabic vocabulary they have when communicating with other people. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students still have difficulty in practicing Arabic vocabulary. The students were still stammering and also a lot of silence in answering the questions asked. This shows the students’ passivity in speaking Arabic. Even though the students have a lot of vocabulary, they still can't compose it.

This is not quite in line with Nurgiyantoro’s explanation, where he explains that vocabulary teaching cannot be separated from the suitability of the learner’s needs. The meaning is to make it easier to learn and also remember and apply these vocabularies in a communication. The same thing is also explained by Djiwandono, where he explains that vocabulary will be attached to students if educators teach it by adjusting the circumstances or needs of students.

The explanation above can be concluded that the Arabic language teacher has provided vocabulary to his students by adjusting to the subject being studied and also adjusting to the daily life of students in communicating

---

between students. This is in accordance with the explanations explained by Nurgiyantoro and also Djiwandono.

The appropriateness of the given vocabulary. Vocabulary must be appropriate to the context or topic being discussed. The suitability of vocabulary also affects the good of a conversation. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, the Arabic teacher of MA Ummul Qura has given vocabulary to students by adjusting the subject being studied. The ability of students to memorize the given vocabulary. In giving a vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adjusted to the ability of the students. Situations and conditions that exist in students are also the basis or considerations for teachers in providing vocabulary. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students find it difficult to memorize vocabulary. This is because of their habits, where they are preoccupied with other subjects and coupled with circumstances, where Arabic is not required. Students are more asked to memorize by themselves in memorizing Arabic vocabulary. Students’ ability to practice vocabulary. In practicing vocabulary, especially Arabic vocabulary, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist when communicating and the subject or topic being communicated will determine the decision making about which vocabulary is appropriate to use. In this case, students are required to be able to practice the Arabic vocabulary they have when communicating with other people. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students still have difficulty in practicing Arabic vocabulary. The students were still stammering and also a lot of silence in answering the questions asked. This shows the students’ passivity in speaking Arabic. Even though the students have a lot of vocabulary, they still can’t compose it.

b) Arabic grammar is spoken by students

---

Arabic grammar is an important part, because students’ understanding of grammar in Arabic will affect the students’ good in conversing. Therefore, the students’ good understanding of grammar in Arabic can also be illustrated by the following: 1) The teacher’s teaching procedures to students about grammar. In teaching Arabic grammar, good skills are needed, which can make it easier for students to understand Arabic grammar well. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, the Arabic teacher has taught his students by lecturing or explaining the Arabic grammar and occasionally asking some students about their understanding of the Arabic grammar material being studied. The grammatical material that has been taught is not followed up or repeated again or also practiced in speaking in Arabic. This lack of doing so makes it difficult for students to understand grammar in Arabic. 2) Students’ ability to understand grammar. Grammar in Arabic is mandatory to understand, because it involves goodness in applying the Arabic language when its users communicate with other people. Language users must adapt to the situation and conditions that exist when communicating. The topic of discussion that is being communicated will determine which grammar will be used. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students find it difficult to understand grammar. This difficulty is seen when many students are silent when speaking in Arabic and also each student is confused in determining the appropriate grammar for the function or use of Arabic grammar. This is also because, among other things, the students are not repeating grammar material in Arabic every day. 3) Students’ ability to practice grammar. In practicing grammar in Arabic, it must also be adapted to a topic or discussion being studied. The situation and conditions that exist at the time of communication and the subject or subject being communicated will determine the decision making about which grammar is appropriate to use. In this case, students are

---

required to be able to practice grammar in Arabic that they have when communicating with other people. At MA Ummul Qura Amuntai, students find it difficult to practice grammar. This difficulty is seen when many students are silent in speaking Arabic and also students are still confused in determining the appropriate grammar for the function or use of Arabic grammar. This is also because, among other things, the students are not repeating grammar material in Arabic every day.

Conclusion

The application of Arabic language rules to students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai which includes students’ Arabic vocabulary are: 1) Arabic vocabularies are used by students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan with: a) appropriateness of the given vocabularies by adjusting to the subject being studied and the daily needs of students in communicating between students, b) students’ ability to memorize the given vocabularies, c) did not find it difficult to memorize Arabic vocabularies, students’ ability to practice vocabularies easily; 2) Arabic vocabularies are used by students of MA Ummul Qura Amuntai with: a) appropriateness of the given vocabularies by adjusting to the subject being studied, b) students’ ability to memorize the given vocabularies still find it difficult to it, c) students’ ability to practice vocabularies still have difficulty in practicing it.

The application of Arabic language rules to students of SMA Al Baladul Amin Kandangan and MA Ummul Qura Amuntai which students’ Arabic grammar are: 1) Arabic grammar is spoken by students of SMA al-Baladul Amin indicated: a) procedures for teaching teachers to students about grammar by giving an explanation first and then immediately putting it into practice, b) students’ ability to understand grammar, c) students’ are easy to practice it; 2) Arabic grammar is spoken by students of MA Ummul Qura Amuntai indicated: a) learning by lecturing or explaining the grammar in Arabic and occasionally asking some students, b) the students difficult to understand Arabic grammar, and c) the student’s still difficult to practice it.
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